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ABSTRACT.

The work of Bures, Moore, Takenouchi, Hill and Stürmer

on the type classification of infinite tensor products of factors is extended to
the nonfactor

case.

1. Introduction. The basic result of this paper is that if a tensor product
von Neumann algebra has a nonzero finite projection then it has a nonzero finite
tensor product projection.
For tensor products of finitely many algebras this is a result of Sakai [8,
Theorem 2]. For tensor products of infinitely many algebras, the first statement
of this fact is due to Moore, who proved it for certain restricted tensor products
of discrete factors [7, Lemma 5.2]. The restriction made by Moore was removed

by Hill [5, Theorem 3.20] and by Takenouchi [10, §3]. In the present work
the component algebras are not assumed to be discrete, and they are not assumed
to be factors. If the centres are nonatomic a technical complication arises which
is studied in the following section.

The basic result leads to a classification of tensor product von Neumann
algebras with respect to type. In the factor case the contribution of the present
paper is very small (see §4.1 below), although it does include simplifications of
two arguments of Takenouchi. In the nonfactor case, it is of interest that the
basic result, the existence of finite tensor product projections, plays a role in
distinguishing discrete and continuous algebras, not just in distinguishing semifinite and purely infinite algebras.
2. A lemma on tensor products over commutative algebras.

2.1. Sublemma. Let A and B be C*-algebrasand let Zx and Z2 be nonzero isomorphic sub-C*-algebrasof the centres of A and B. We shall identify Zx
and Z2 and denote them by Z. Denote by A® B the tensor product of the
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involutive algebras A and B. Denote by Sz the set of states of A ® B of the
form p. ® v where p. and v are states of A and B such that p\Z is equal to v\Z
and is a character of Z. Then the equation

Pz(x)2 = sup {p(y*x*xyyp(y*y)-! | y G A ® B, <pE Sz)
defines a pre-C*-algebra seminorm pz on A ® B which is nonzero on a ®b whenever Sz(a ®b)¥:Q, and pz is the smallest pre-C*-algebraseminorm on A ® B
with this property. Every state <pESz has norm one with respect to pz.

Question.

Must the kernel of pz be the linear span of the set [az ®b -

a®zb\aE A, z EZ,b G 5}?
Proof. The assertion generalizes Theorem 2 of [11], and the proof is
similar. We give an outline of the argument for the convenience of the reader.
It is enough to show that every <pG Sz has norm one with respect to any
given pre-C*-algebra seminorm on A ® B which is nonzero on a ® b whenever
Sz(a ®b)¥=0. By the Kreih-Milman theorem it is enough to restrict attention to
ipE Sz of the form p ® v where p and v are pure.

Suppose that there exist pure states p0 and vQ oí A and B such that p0\Z
equals v0\Z and is a character of Z and such that p0 ® v0 does not have norm
one (with respect to a given pre-C*-algebra seminorm on A ® B with the specified
kernel). We shall deduce a contradiction. There exist relatively open sets U and
V of pure states of A and B with pQE U and vQE V such that no ¡pE U ® V
has norm one. We may suppose that U and V are invariant under all automorphisms of A and B determined by unitary multipliers, for all such give rise to
automorphisms of A ® B fixing the given pre-C*-algebra seminorm. Then by
Lemma 8 of [4] there exist two-sided ideals I oí A and J oî B such that If = IL

and Ve= /i. Choose a G F- and b G /+ such that p0(a) # 0 and pQ(b) =£0.
Then (p0 ® v0)(a ® b) # 0, so a ® b has nonzero seminorm.
At this point it is possible to deduce a contradiction if A and B are commutative. Indeed, every character of A ® B of norm one must be of the form
p ® v with p\Z = v\Z, and is not in U ® V, whence either p(a) = 0 or v(b) = 0
and in any case (p. ® v)(a ® b) = 0. This, of course, contradicts the fact that
a ® b has nonzero seminorm.
In the general case there exist commutative sub-C*-algebras Ax oí A con-

taining a and Z and Bx of B containing b and Z. Choose a pure state px of Ax
such that px\Z = p0\Z and px(a) =£0 (this is possible because p0(a) ¥=0), and
also choose a pure state vx of Bx such that vx \Z - v0\Z and vx(b) ¥=0. Then by
the conclusion in the commutative case, proved in the preceding paragraph, px ®
vx is a state of norm one of A x ® Bx. It is, of course, pure. Extend px ® vx to
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a pure state 8 of A ® Bx of norm one. Then 8 has norm one with respect to the
largest pre-C*-algebra norm on A ® Bv Hence by Lemma 4 of [11] (which it is
not necessary to generalize), 8 = p2 ® Vy with p2 pure. Extend p2 ® Vy to a
pure state 8' of norm one of A ® B. Then 8' has norm one with respect to the
largest pre-C*-algebra norm on A ® B, and hence, by Lemma 4 of [11], 0' =
p2 ® v2 with v2 pure. But p2 G U and p2 G V since p2(a) =£0 and i>2(6)¥=0;
hence, by the construction of U and V, p2 ® v2 does not have norm one.
This, of course, contradicts the construction of p2 ® v2 = 8' to have norm one.

2.2. Lemma. Let A and B be commuting C*-algebrasof operators with
nonzero intersection Z. Suppose that the kernel of the canonical map ß from the
tensor product A ® B of the algebras A and B onto the algebra R generated by
A and B is generated by {az ® b - a ® zb\ a G A, z G Z, b G B], so that if
it: A —►Z and p: B —*■
Z are Z-linear there exists a unique Z-linear map it ®z p:
R—+Z such that in ®z p)iab) - 7r(a)p(è),a G A, b G B. Then if n and p are
projections of norm one, so is it ®z p.
Proof. It is enough to show that 77®z p has norm one. To show this it
is enough to show that y ° (7T®z p) has norm one for each character y of Z.
But if 7 is a character of Z, y ° (77®z p) ° ß = y ° 77® y ° p, so by 2.1 y °
f?r ®z p) ° ß has norm one on A ® B with respect to the preimage by ß of the
operator norm on R. This says that 7 ° (tt ®z p) has norm one.

2.3. Problem.

Let A and B be C*-algebras,and let C be a C*-algebra

isomorphic to sub-C*-algebras C1 of A and C2 of B, which we shall denote by C.
Denote by A ®c B the quotient of the tensor product A ® B of the involutive
algebras A and B by the two-sided ideal generated by the set {ac ® b - a ® cb\

aGA,cGC,bGB},so

that if 7r:A —►C is a right C-linear map and p: B —►

Cis a left C-linear map then there exists a unique complex-linear map tt ®c p:

A®CB~^> C such that (77®c p)fa ®c b) = 7rfa)p(6). It is not difficult to show
that C is isomorphic to C ®c C fby the map ct ®c c2 —►c,c2), so that if 7T
and p are projections so is tt ®c p. If 7Tand p are projections of norm one, must
77®c p also be a projection of norm one, with respect to any pre-C*-algebra norm

on A ®c F?
3. The existence of finite tensor product projections.
3.1. Notation and preliminaries. Using the notation of Bures [2] for tensor
products, we shall write A = <S)(^¡>/■<,)to mean that p, is a normal state of the
von Neumann algebra A¡ for every index 1 and that A is the tensor product of the
family of von Neumann algebras (4,) with respect to the family of states (p,).
This does not specify the Hubert space on which A acts, but if each p,- is faithful
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then the cyclic representation of A defined by the tensor product state &)p, is

faithful.
Although it is not necessary to refer to the Hilbert space on which each A,
acts, we shall do so in order to apply 2.2 conveniently. (This lemma could itself
have been formulated more abstractly, but the present formulation seems the least
cumbersome.) We shall assume that the action of A, on the Hilbert space H, is
standard, in the sense that there exists an involutory antiunitary J, in H, with the

properties that J,A,J, =A'¡ and J,zJ, —z* for each z E Z, = A, D A',. The existence in general of such an action was established only relatively recently by work
of Tomita (see [12]), but we shall actually need to refer to J, only in the case
that A, is finite (and even countably decomposable, so that there exists a faithful
finite normal trace on A,), in which case the existence of J, is classical. We shall

denote JpcJ, by j(x), x E A,.
If for each / a projection e, in A, is given, we shall denote by (£)e, the infimum in ®(A¡, p,) of the finite products of the projections e, ® 1. We shall use

the easily established fact that a sufficient condition for ®ef to be nonzero is
that the product of scalars llju^e,) be nonzero. The infinite product is of course
defined to be the limit of the finite products, or, equivalently, since all the factors
belong to the interval [0, 1], the infimum of the finite products. A characterization of the nonvanishing of the product nX,-of nonzero Xf in the interval [0, 1]
that we shall use is the convergence of the sum 2(1 - X,). (This characterization

follows from the inequality (1 - X) < -log X < (2 log 2)(1 - X), X G [Mt,1].)
If A, is finite and p, is faithful (a situation which will predominate), then
there exists a unique trace on A, which coincides with p, on the centre Z, oí A,.
We shall denote this trace by t,; necessarily t, is faithful, normal and finite. There
exists a unique positive operator h, affiliated with A, and of finite trace (with re-

spect to t,) such that p, = T,h, (i.e. p,(x) — T,(h,x) for all x G A,); h, is called the
Radon-Nikodym derivative of p, with respect to r,. The case that h, is bounded
and invertible will be dominant in the considerations that follow.
\i p, is a faithful normal state of A, then (whether A, is finite or not) there
exists a unique projection n, of norm one from A, onto Z,, the centre of A,, such
that p, = p, o n¡. This is easily established, using the commutative case of the
preceding Radon-Nikodym theorem. Necessarily ir, is normal and is Z-linear.
The preceding notation will be used without comment in what follows. We
shall also use the notation introduced in 2.2, in the case A = A, and B = A',.
An additional notation that we shall use (following Moore [6]) is |x|c, where

x is an operator and c > 0 is real, to denote inf{|x|, c}.

3.2. Theorem. Let A = ®(A¡, p,). Suppose that there exists a nonzero
finite projection in A. Then there exists for each i a nonzero projection e, G A,
such that &<?,-is nonzero and finite.
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Proof.
By the result of Sakai referred to in the second paragraph of 1, if
e is a purely infinite projection of A¡ then e ® 1 is a purely infinite projection of
A. Hence the largest semifinite projection in A is contained in the tensor product
of the largest semifinite projections of the algebras A¡. (The complement of this
projection is a sum of purely infinite central projections and is therefore purely
infinite.) It is thus seen to be sufficient to consider the case that each A¡ is semi-

finite.
If each At is semifinite then the largest semifinite projection in A is, by
Sakai's result and the fact that the tensor product of two semifinite von Neumann
algebras is semifinite, contained for each finite set of indices F in {Ai ® 1| iGF}".
Since the intersection of these algebras over all finite sets F is the scalars, A is in
this case either semifinite or purely infinite. Since by hypothesis A has a nonzero
finite projection, the assumption that each A¡ is semifinite, which we shall make
henceforth, entails that A also is semifinite.

If for each i a nonzero projection f¡ in A¡ is specified, with p,(/V) =£0, and
if 0/; is nonzero, then it is sufficient to prove the conclusion of the theorem

after the replacementof each A¡ by /¡Afff, of each p,. by p¡if¡)~1pi\fiAifi, and of
A by (®//M((8)/,)- Since such projections/} can be chosen so that each fiAifi
is finite, each p,|/)-.d,/}.is faithful, and each ft,-is bounded and invertible, we see
that.it is enough to prove the theorem in the case that each A¡ is finite, each pf
is faithful, and each ft,,is bounded and invertible.
In this case, the theorem follows from 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 (here projections
e¡ axe constructed with <8)e,.=#0), and 3.8.

3.3. Lemma. Let A = C$iA¿, p,). Assume that each A¡ is finite and that

each p¡ is faithful. Thenif A is semifinite,
£p,.(l - |7TJ(/¡Í,)|)
< °° for all real t.
Proof (Moore [7]). Fix a faithful semifinite normal trace t on A, set
<S>P,= P, and denote by ft the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect to t
(so that p = Th). For each finite subset F of indices set (SWf(^i> ^i) = Af an^
(B)jgpP-i= Pp, and denote by irF the unique projection of norm one onto the

centre of Ap such that pF = pF » ixF. We have A0 = A and p0 = p, and we
may write 7T0= tt. For each F fix a faithful semifinite normal trace tf on Ap.
(We may choose r0 to be r, but if F # 0 then the restriction of r to AF may fail
to be semifinite.) Denote by hF the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pF with respect
to tf (so that pF = TFhF). Then by the essential uniqueness of the trace on A,
for each F there exists an operator zF affiliated with the centre of A such that

<®/eF*/) • hF = zFh•
Hence, for each real t, in succession:
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(<g> h?\ ® $ = 2$h'*;

(® wflf))• »rFc^)
= *(#*");

f FI m,W^I)Wm$)I) - M(l2r(«'f)D;
Ußii\^)\)>p(Khit)\).
i£F

Therefore the sum Sju((l - |Tr,(«|f)l)is finite at least for all t such that ju(|rr(«if)l)
=£0, and since tt is ultrastrongly continuous this means at least for aU t in an interval about 0. This is all that we shall need, but since for any t there exists a finite
set F such that nKih'£) =£0 (there exists u E i<8)¡eKA¡) ® 1 for some finite F
such that 7r(««") + 0, and then %(«£) ¥=0 because hlt is a central unitary multiple of (0,-e*«!') ® «£). the sum is finite for aU t.
3.4. Remark. The converse implication to that of 3.3 is also true, as is
shown by the sequel.
If the predual of A —(S)iA¡, p¡) is separable, this may also be shown as in
[9, p. 814]. First, observe that for each t the condition S/x/l - \v$ff)\) < °°
is equivalent to the innerness of the modular automorphism o^ defined in [12],
where p = ®/if (cf. the paragraph which follows). If oji is inner for every t, then
by Theorem 0.1 of [6] the one-parameter group t \—*of is inner, in the sense of
[12], whence by Theorem 14.1 of [12], A is semifinite. (Note that this method
is not applicable if the predual of A is not separable; a purely infinite factor with
only inner modular automorphisms is constructed in 15 of [3].)
It is perhaps worth remarking that for arbitrary unitaries u, G A,, the condition S/i,(l - |2t,(m,)|)< °° is equivalent to the existence (in <8>G4,-,
ßt)) of the
tensor product ®v*u¡, where v, is (any) unitary in the centre of A, such that
n,iu¡) = v,\n,iu,)\. Existence in <S>04,-,
/",•)of (&v?u, of course means strong convergence of the finite products of the elements v*u, ® I.
3.5. Lemma. Let A = ®(A¡, p,). Assume that each A, is finite and that

each p, is faithful. Then

£M/(i- \*##M < °°—Lufitt ®z,j ° *<° /(i*fW) -112))< °°Proof (cf. [9, p. 816]). First, it follows from the inequalities

1 - X < 1 - X2= (1 - X)(l + X)< 2(1 - X),

0 < X < 1,
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that

£m¿(i- b,(Mf)i)
< °°^£m,(i - Mftftl2)< °°Then, for each i,

TT,®z. j o TT,» KtfKfà

- H2)= TT,®z¡ j ° TT,
o /(2 - Ä?/**?)- hj"]^))

= 2 - TT.-fftiO/o
VftjO - TT/ftr'')/» TT^ftr'')
= 2 - TT,.(ft;:f)TT,.(ftr'f)
- TT,.(ftríf)7r,.(ft;:í)

= 2(1 - ITT,.^)!2).

3.6. Lemma. Let A = <8)iA¡,p,). Assume that each Ai is finite and that
each p,. is faithful. Assume that each ft,-is bounded and invertible. Then, for each
real c > 0,

Tjt&ri®Z// ° *i° /fl*/W) - 112))
< °°
<=»£pj(7TJ.®Z/ / » TTfo /(Ift^Xftr ') - 112)) < ~Proof (Moore[7]). To simplify notation we restate the lemma in a more
abstract form: If for each i a positive form ip¡is given on the C*-algebra B¡ and
an element x¡ = x* of B¡ is given, then, for each real c > 0,

£ V/(ll - exp i'Oc,|2)< °° for all real r <=»£</>,(|l- exp *,.£) < °°.
Before proving this equivalence, we note that by the inequality

(log2)|1 - exp XI< IXI< (2 log 2)11- exp X| for U - exp XI< 54,
the convergence of the sum 2</>,(|l- exp x,-|2) is, for 0 < c < Vz,equivalent to
the convergence of the sum 2<¿>,(|;t,£). Moreover, if either of these sums is convergent for a single real c > 0, it is convergent for all such c. So it is enough to

prove that

£<p,-(|l - exp itx¡\2) < °° for all real t <=>£<i',.(k,l|) < °°.
By writing each *,. as x't + x" where x\ G e'tBfi\ and x" G e'¡B¡e'¡ with e'¡ and
e" orthogonal projections in the bidual of B¡ and \x'¡\ > ce\, \x'[\ < c, and replacing
ip¡by ip] + ip" where ip\ = e\ipie'i and i/j" = e"ip¡e", we may suppose that each jt,
satisfies either |x,-| > c or |x,| < c.
We have for each real r,
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Il - exp itx,\2 = 2((rx,.)2/2! - (rxf)4/4! + •••),

so if t is small enough that t2xf < 1, then
(rxf)2 - (rx,.)4/12 < |1 - exp /rx,|2 < (tx,)2.

Ad ■>. We have 1 - t2x2¡l2 > 1 - r2c2/12 if |x,-| < c, so if t is small
enough that 1 - t2c2/l2 > 0, then
Z

^•(|l-exp/rx|.|2)<oo^

£

\x,\<c

^.(|x,.|c2)<oo.

\x,\<c

We must show that

£

^(|l-exp/rx/|2)<ooforallreali=>

£

\x,\>c

lp,IK«.

\x,\<c

Since the map t i—*2,Jt.|>c</)1(|l- exp to,!2) is lower semicontinuous, if it is
everywhere finite it must be bounded on some interval. Denote by / an interval
of nonzero length |/| such that for some M > 0,

£

¥>¿(U- exp itx,\2) <M

for aU t G /.

\x,\>c

Then

£

v>;(ill

\x,\>c

V

- exp to,!2 dt) < M\I\.

It is now enough to show that for some m > 0,

«2 < J |1 - exp itx,\2 dt

for all / with |xf| > c.

It is enough to show that for some m > 0,

m < J |1 - exp iYs|2dt for all real s with |s| > c.
This holds since the function s •—►
fj\l - exp /rs|2 dt is continuous, nonzero, and
by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma has limit 2\I\ as s —*■
°°.
Ad *■. (This implication will not be needed.) Fix t. Choose c > 0 so that
t2c2 < 1. From the inequality immediately preceding the proof of =*■,

£

<4(l*,l2)< °° ^ £

\x,\<c

<p,.(|l-exp/fx,.|2)<«>.

\x,\<c

Also (independently of the choice of c),

X
\x,\>c

^(Ix,.|2) < oo» £
\x,\>c

H^-ll< « =» £
\x,\>c

^.(|l-exp/íx¿|2)<oo.
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Then it is possible to choose for each
generated by ft,,such that e^/fe,/!,"1)
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p,). Assume that the hypotheses of 3.6 are
the equivalent conditions of 3.6 is satisfied.
i a projection ei in the von Neumann algebra
< 8, in such a way that 2p,(l - e,-)< °°.

Proof. For each « G Z denote by e" the spectral projection of ft,-corresponding to the half-open interval [2", 2" + 1[.

For each i,

£

e;"/(e,?)<|ft,./(ft,ri)-ll2.

Im-nl>l

Hence by the hypothesis that 2p,(7T,®z.j°
<

n¡ ° /(|/¡,/(ft,r !) - 112))< °°,

|m-n|>l

This may be rewritten as
£

£

i

lm-n|>l

M7T,.(ef)77,.(e,"))<°o.

Since 2minpI.(7T,.(ef,)7r,.(eI^))
= 1, it follows that

£ Mf(i - zitfw1

+e?+*r+1)) < "•

For each ¡' denote by 1 - p¡ the largest projection in Z¡ (= A¡ n Á¡) such

that (1 - p^iie?)

< %, all m GZ. Then for each i,

£(i -Pi*i&rw,r-1 + e"+ e"+1)< 4 £(1 -p¿"M*>=%l ~p');
m

m

m

Hence
£(1 - (3p,.(l - p,.)/4 + p,.(pf))) < oo;

that is,

4£m,0 -Pi)<°°.
In other words, if a finite number of indices i axe neglected then the tensor product projection ®p,- is nonzero. Hence, replacing A¡ by P,^4,P,.,P,-by
PiiPi)~1Pi\piAipi, and >1 by (®p,M(®/'i)>
the lemma assuming that each pi is 1.

we see that it is enough to prove

Under this assumption, there exists for each fixed / a family of projections
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(qk) in Z, with sum 1 and for each k an integer m(k) such that 2rI(2fcqkem (fc)) >

%. For each « G Z set ZkqkeJ'(k)+" = f". Then

£ /?/</?)<i»^r1)- iß-

ln|>l

Hence as in the second paragraph,

£
Í

£

M,(2T/.0l,)2r/.(/?))<oo,

I*I>1

whence by the property tt,-^) > xk,

£

£

i

\n\>i

m/(/?)<4£
i

£

p^if^if}))<oo.

\n\>l

It follows that if we set f[1 + f¡ + f] = e,, then the e, satisfy the requirements of the conclusion of the lemma.

3.8. Lemma. Let A = (&A,, p¡). Assume that the hypotheses of 3.6 are
satisfied. Suppose that the second of the equivalent conditions of 3.6 is satisfied.
Suppose that for each i, hjihj1) < 8. 772e«A is finite.

Proof.

From hJQir1) <8 foUows^/(«r1)-

1| < 7. Therefore by the

second of the equivalent conditions of 3.6, with c = 49,

TM*t ®z,i ° »i° äcw1) -1)2))< "•
With x G A,, we calculate as follows:

Vfct ®z, i ° «i ° JixJihT1)))= Piiitiixyxiihr1))
= p,in,iTr,ix)hT1))=p,iTr,ix)h-1)

= t.-Wx)) = p,iir,ixy)= p,ix).
We make use of this with h, and hf in place of x to obtain

m«,®z,/ • *<°xcw1) - w< - o»=o,
from which follows, by the Pythagorean equation,
pfit, ®z¡ j o ti, o jiih,jihr*)

- l)2)) > p,(rt, ®z¡ j o ff| o /((«../(«r1) - h,)2)).

We conclude that

Jjlfit, ®z. / o 7T,.
o i((h,j(hTl) - h,)2))< ».
Let us now show that h, > 1/8. It foUows from the fact that t,\Z, is
equal to p,\Z, that T,iph¡) = T,ip) for any central projection p in A,. Hence, if
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ph¿ < 1 for such a p, then pft,- = 1, so there is a spectral projection f¡ of ft,-with
central support 1 such that f¡h¡ >f¡. The inequality ft,. > 1/8 then follows from
the condition /¡¿/(ft,-1) < 8.

Since /¡¿/(/¡r1) - ft,.= /¡¿(/(ftf1) - 0> we now have

£*",(*,®z,./ ° »<° W1)

- O2))< °°;

that is, 2p,((l - ftr1)2) < °°. Since (1 - hJVl)2 < (1 - ftr1)2, we have
2p,.((l-ft-'/i)2)<°°.
Since Pjiftr1) = r,-(l) = 1 for each i, it follows that the tensor product
vector ^hJVl exists in the tensor product Hubert space Ç$iH , 1). where //.,. is
the completion of .4,. in the inner product defined by p,-, so that the element 1 of
A¡ is also an element of H .. Since this tensor product Hilbert space is also the
Hilbert space H , where p ==0p,-, it follows that the vector <S*ft,rWdefines a
state on A. Since this state is a normal tensor product state which on each .4,-® 1
agrees with t¡ ® 1, it is a faithful normal trace, and A is finite.
4. The type classification of tensor products of von Neumann algebras.
4.1. Comments. The type classification of tensor products of finite families
of von Neumann algebras, in terms of the types of the component algebras, is now
well understood—the last step was taken by Sakai, who in [8] showed that the
largest semifinite projection in a tensor product (of a finite family) is the tensor
product of the largest semifinite projections in the component algebras. (The same
statement is also true with "semifinite" replaced by "finite", or "discrete".)
The classification into types of tensor products of infinite families of von
Neumann algebras is not this straightforward, but a simple consequence of Sakai's
result (together with a "zero-one" law) is that the largest semifinite projection in
a tensor product of an arbitrary family of von Neumann algebras is either the
tensor product of the largest semifinite projections in the component algebras or
is zero. (The same situation also holds with "semifinite" replaced by "finite" or
"discrete".) It is therefore sufficient just to describe conditions for a tensor product of semifinite (resp. finite, discrete) von Neumann algebras to be again semifinite (resp. finite, discrete).
For factors the type classification problem has already been almost completely solved. Let us collate Theorems 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5 below with the literature.
Condition 4.5(ii)' for a tensor product of discrete von Neumann algebras to

be discrete is, in the factor case, due to Bures (it is the condition in Proposition

5.3 of [1]).
Condition 4.4(h) for a tensor product of finite von Neumann algebras to be
finite is also, in the factor case, due to Bures (it is the condition in Theorem 4.3
of [2] ). Earlier work on tensor products of discrete finite factors was done by
Bures [1] and Moore [7].
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Condition 4.2(iv) for a tensor product of semifinite von Neumann algebras
to be semifinite was formulated by Moore (see Lemma 3.2 of [7] and the neigh-

bouring discussion). It is basic in the later work of Takenouchi, Hill, and Stürmer.
Moore's proof of necessity is the only one known. Sufficiency (for various classes
of factors) was shown via condition 4.2(ii)" by Moore [7, Lemma 5.2], Hill [5,
Theorem 3.20] and Takenouchi [10, §3]. The same route is followed here.
Stürmer [9] used an entirely different method, assuming separable predual, which
is also applicable when the centre is nontrivial-see 3.4 above. Stunner's method

bypasses 4.2(h)", but it should be noted that 4.2(a)" is used in the proof of
4.5 (in the nonfactor case), and also to obtain 4.2(iii).
Conditions 4.2(v) and 4.2(vi) were first formulated by Takenouchi, although
related conditions had been considered by Moore in a restricted case, and the proof
of the equivalence of these conditions is by means of a lemma of Moore [7,
Lemma 3.5]. Takenouchi showed that 4.2(iv) implies 4.2(v), for tensor products
of discrete factors [10, §2]. In [9] Stürmer rewrote Takenouchi's proof for
tensor products of continuous factors, and also proved the converse implication.
Here (in 3.5) we repeat St^rmer's proof of the converse, and reverse it to give a
proof of 4.2(iv) «* 4.2(v) slightly simpler than Takenouchi's. Takenouchi proved
the implication 4.2(v) •*■4.2(h)". Here we show that it is easier to deduce 4.2(ii)"
from 4.2(vi).

4.2. Theorem.

Let A = (&(A¡, p,) (see 3.1). Suppose that each A, is

semifinite. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) A is semifinite.
(ii) A has a nonzero finite tensor product projection.
(ii)' A has a finite tensor product projection of central support 1.
(ii)" A has a finite tensor product projection (Sie,-of central support 1 such
that for each i the unitary 1 - 2e¿ is in the centre of the set of uni taries u such
that u*p,u = ju;.
(iii) A has a faithful normal semifinite tensor product trace; that is, a faithful normal semifinite trace r such that there exist faithful normal traces t, of A,
for each i with rifâa,) = ílT,(a¡) < °°for elements (&a, (a, > 0) generating a strongly

dense ideal of A.
If each p, is faithful, then with notation as in 3.1, these conditions are equivalent to the following.
(iv) Hp,(l - \Tr,(hï)\) < oofor all real t.
(v) 2p,(ir, ®z. j o tí, o /(|1 - A¡f|2)) < oofor all real t, where Af is the mod-

ular operator of p, (A, = hjQiJ1 )).
(vi) I,Pj(T¡i ®z.j°

Proof,

7r,°/(|l - A,|2))<oo for some (and hence for all) c>0.

(iii) ■*(i) and (ii)" =>(ii)' ■*(ii) =>(i) are clear. (Cf. the second
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paragraph of 4.1.) (i) =>(iv) «=> (v) <=* (vi) ■»(ii) was established in proving 3.2.
(i) ■*(ii)". The proof of 3.2 showed that (ii)" holds with "of central support 1" replaced by "nonzero". This distinction is unimportant because of the

fact that if for each a the tensor product ®ef is finite, and if for each / the e?
have mutually orthogonal central supports, then the tensor product CC>i£aef) is

finite also.
(i) =>(iii). The proof of 3.2 showed that (iii) holds with "faithful" replaced
by "nonzero". The situation is closely similar to that in the preceding paragraph.
(Replace ef by t", a normal semifinite trace, and in place of "finite" read "semifinite".)
4.3. Remark. It should be noted that although condition 4.2(v) can be
rewritten as 2|1 - p,-(Aj.f)|< °°, where p,. = p,. ° (77,-®z.j° 77,-o /) is a state of
the C*-algebra B¡ generated by A¡ and A'¡, so that it is equivalent to the existence
in ®(//rj., Cj¡.)of ®A¡-f, this condition is not the same as the existence in

(g)(//M.,£M.)of (glAf. Indeed, since AJf£M.= % , the latter alwaysholds.
4.4. Theorem. Let A = ®(y4/, p,). Suppose that each A¡ is finite. For
each i denote by r¡ the unique trace of A¡ agreeing on the centre of A¡ with p{.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) A is finite.
(ii) 0T,- exists as a normal state of A. iFor equivalent statements of this

see [2,4.1].)
Proof, (ii) ■*(i). (ii) implies that A has a nonzero finite central projection,
whence the largest finite central projection in A is 1.
(i) =>(ii). If A is finite then there exists a centre-valued trace on A fixing
each element of the centre. Denote this centre-valued trace by 8; then (<2)pf)°
8 = <g)r,..
4.5. Theorem. Let A = ®04,-, p,). Suppose that each A¡ is discrete.
Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) A is discrete.
(ii) A has a nonzero abelian tensor product projection.
(ii)' A has an abelian tensor product projection ®e,- of central support 1,
such that for all but finitely many i, e¡ satisfies the condition stated in 4.2(ii)"
iwhich may be described as belonging to the centre of the invariance algebra of

Pi)Proof, (ii)' ■»(ii) ■*(i) is clear. (Cf. the second paragraph of 4.1.)
(i) =>(ii)'. By (i) =>(ii)" of 4.2 there exists a finite tensor product projection
<S>/fof central support 1 such that for each i, fi belongs to the centre of the invariance algebra of p,-. Then ®/,M®./¿) is both finite and discrete, and hence
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all except finitely many f, must be abelian. If f, is abelian set f, = e,. \if, is not
abelian choose any abelian projection in A, of central support 1 and denote this
by e,. The e, then satisfy the requirements of (ii)'.
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